The problem of sequentially testing whether the drift of a Wiener process is positive or negative, given an a priori normal distribution, is reduced to the solution of a free boundary problem involving a diffusion equation.
Summary
The problem of sequentially testing whether the drift of a Wiener process is positive or negative, given an a priori normal distribution, is reduced to the solution of a free boundary problem involving a diffusion equation.
Introduction
This paper is concerned with an approach to obtaining an asymptotically optimal solution (as sampling cost approaches zero) of the problem of sequentially testing whether the unknown mean u of a normal distribution with known variance is positive or negative. That is the sequential test of Hi: IA > 0 versus H2: < _ 0.
In a number of problems of varying degrees of generality the following procedure has been found to yield asymptotically optimal solutions [6] , [7] . This procedure consists of selecting some nondegenerate a priori distribution on the unknown states of nature and of studying the limiting behavior of the corresponding Bayes solution. Therefore we shall investigate the sequential problem where the a priori distribution of the unknown parameter will be assumed to be normal with fixed mean Ao and variance a4.
The nature of the Bayes solution will depend in part on the loss function. The case where there is an indifference zone, that is, the regret associated with either terminal action is zero in some interval about ,u = 0, has been solved and generalized by G. Schwarz [13] . A case which seems of more interest is that where the loss functions corresponding to the two terminal actions are approximately linear in a neighborhood of the origin. Then, the regret due to taking the wrong action may be expressed by close to zero and that, with large probability, many observations will be taken when the Bay,es test is applied.
This immediately suggests that the solution of our problem is approximately that of a corresponding problem involving the Wiener process with drift A and variance a2 per unit time. There it is desired to test sequentially whether the drift is positive or negative where the regret function is (2.2) r(A) = klAl and /.& has an a priori normal distribution with mean MA and variance a2 and there is a cost of c per unit time of sampling.
The substance of this paper will deal with the "reduction" of this problem to the solution of a free boundary problem involving the diffusion equation.
Normalization
In this section we normalize the problem of testing for the drift of a Wiener process to the case where the constants k, a2, and c are replaced by 1. Bo(x', t') evaluated at x' = po/o and t' = l/l. Similarly the conditional Bayes risk given X., where 0 < s < t, is equal to Bo(Xj + go/co, t + 1/co).
Let
Finally, the stopping regions and continuation regions in the (x', t') space can be regarded as determining the Bayes solution for the testing problem where the a priori distribution is replaced by a uniform distribution from (-c, mo).
Hereafter we shall treat the normalized problem in the (x', t') plane and delete the primes unless the contrary is specified. Corresponding to each point (x, t), the a posteriori distribution of ,u will be (4.6)
The conditional risk of stopping at t and accepting HI given Xt = x is (4.7)
DI(x, t) = f i|&i (I; t dA where <p(y; a, b) is the normal density with mean a and variance b. Then (4.8) Dl(x, t) = X 9 ( %)-- [ 6. The free boundary problem In section 4 we pointed out that there was a continuation set in terms of which the Bayes strategies for all a priori normal distributions could be represented. This set has the property that it simultaneously minimizes B(x, t) everywhere. (In relation to the condition posed at the beginning of section 5, it is not difficult to show that for the optimal strategy B(x, t) is continuous and bounded.) In particular the optimal set or associated optimal boundary has the property that the corresponding solution of the diffusion equation is a minimum everywhere.
We shall now heuristically indicate that this minimization property is equivalent to the extra boundary condition (6.1) B. = Dr which determines the "free" boundary.
Suppose that the boundary is specified by two functions u1(t) and u2(t) from to to x. This determines the Bayes risk B(x, t) for all (x, s) with s _ to. Then it is desired to extend the boundary backward so as to uniformly minimize (6.2) H whlich is equivaleint to equation (6.9) if one assumed that the diffusion equation may be differentiated with respect to x at the boundary. Here only derivatives of B with respect to x appear. This approach serves to show that if the boundary and B are sufficiently well behaved, B. = G. on the boundary. Furthermore, it can be used to show that a differentiable boundary for which the solution satisfies the two boundary conditions yields the desired optimal strategy. Such a proof is complex and requires using the fact that replacing a small portion of the curve by a chord increases B everywhere from the minimum attainable by at most o(t) and differs from the B corresponding to the curve by at most o(6). Dividing a section of the curve into many such small sections yields a function B arbitrarily close to the minimum and to that of the curve. Thus the curve has the desired minimum property.
7. Remarks 7.1. Truncation rules. Suppose that a rule is imposed that the sampling procedure be truncated at time to and that if sampling does not terminate before to, the statistician should be assigned a positive risk depending upon his position at time to. Then the derivation of the diffusion equation and the free boundary conditions apply for 0 < t < to for the optimal strategy subject to this termination rule. In particular if the assigned risk coincides with B for the nontruncated problem, we get the solution of the nontruncated problem. If the assigned risk at to is changed by less than e, the corresponding B is modified by at most e. Since D(x, t) approaches 0 uniformly in x as t -* oo, it follows that an arbitrary assignment of termination risk for large t has negligible effect on the optimal B and therefore on the optimal boundary for finite values of t.
Incidentally this is an appropriate place to indicate that for the problem which is not arbitrarily truncated, the optimal boundary is not truncated. To prove this all that is required is to compare D(0, t) with the risk B*(O, t) for the nonoptimal procedure which proceeds for e units of time after t and then terminates. In fact, (7.1)
On the other hand a similar comparison shows that the optimal procedure for the discrete time sequential problem does terminate. This termination point is of the order of magnitude of c-l which is large compared to c-213, the scale in which t is measured.
7.2. Relation between the discrete and continuous solutions. The discrete problem, when normalized, can be regarded as a solution of the continuous problem where the stopping set is confined to sets corresponding to a sequence of t, t. = , + nfe, where 0 .< ( _ e and e = 0(c213). In the continuous problem consider the procedure which consists of terminating sampling at a + ne if X(t) crosses the op.,imal boundary for the first time between a + (n -1)e and a + ne. The Bayes risk for this procedure differs from the optimal by at most E, which is more than the cost of extra sampling. On the other hand an optimal procedure which permits termination only at the times a + nf can be expressed in terms of the values of X at these times alone. It follows that the minimum risk for the discrete problem converges to that of the continuous problem as f -+ 0. At the same time the definition of the optimal stopping sets obtained by comparing B and D shows that the optimal boundary of the discrete problem also converges to that of the continuous problem. In fact the convergence of both B and the continuation sets are monotone when E -+0 through a sequence y2-i. At present J. V. Breakwell and the author are engaged in the numerical computation of the optimal boundary using the solution of the discrete problem as the approximation.
Since Sobel [14] has shown that the Bayes strategies for the discrete problem yield continuation sets which are intervals for each n, the above argument extends this result to the continuous case.
7.3. Application to other regret functions and costs of sampling. It is evident that the free boundary approach is applicable when the marginal cost of sampling is a function of time or when the regret due to error is given by some other function than J,ul. The differential equation is replaced by A trivial related argument uses the fact that B is bounded. This is so because one may sample for one unit of time for a cost of one and B(x, t) < G(x, t) _ 1 for t _ 1. Hence (x, t) is in the continuation set if G(x, t) _ 2. But for x = (-at log t)1I/2as t 0,
Hence the value of x at the upper boundary is larger than (-at log t)1/2 for a < 1 and t O-0. The author has reason to conjecture that along the optimal boundary x (-3t log t)I/2. £(M*IXt = x*) = t* t* )
At time to with t* = 1, the problem of minimizing the Bayes risk is equivalent to that of minimizing (7.9) E[t3/2T + e*(,u*)j|,*|] which is the same as our original problem except that the cost of sampling is t3/2. Clearly the continuation set decreases as the cost of sampling increases. Hence the upper boundary value of x* at time to decreases with to. The desired result follows.
Some historical comments and acknowledgments
The sequential probability ratio test, for testing a simple hypothesis versus a simple alternative was introduced by Wald in 1943 (see [15] [16] and Arrow, Blackwell, and Girshick [3] .
This test has been customarily applied to problems, such as ours, which involve composite hypotheses by replacing the composite hypotheses by simple ones corresponding to somewhat arbitrarily selected points of the related parameter sets.
Sobel [14] characterized an essentially complete class of one-sided sequential tests of composite hypotheses with bounded loss functions where the observa-
